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Abstract

Deploying an adequate electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure to support the increasing EV market is one
of the major strategic goals of the U.S. government. This requires a well-designed EV charging network. The
distribution and capability of the existing charging networks in terms of EV population, location, charging
rate, and time of charging in San Diego is examined. A mathematical model to calculate the demand
number of public Level 2 chargers universally applicable is developed. The study showed that although San
Diego has sufficient chargers to accommodate the existing EV’s charging demand, the current public charging
distribution network is neither well designed nor effectively used. To eliminate the waste resulting from the
inefficiently designed charging infrastructure and maximize the usage rate of each charger, it is recommended that the
designed optimal model to be utilized and the charging location priority be implemented to improve the availability
and accessibility of charging network in the City of San Diego.

Introduction: The purpose of this study is to identify current problems with the existing electric vehicle public
charging stations and come up with solutions to improve the availability and accessibility of public charging stations in
the City of San Diego. The objective of this research project is also to develop a mathematical model to predict the
demand of EV chargers in any city including in the City of San Diego.

Methods: A mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods are used to analyze the problem. The first phase of
this project is to determine the study area by identifying the existing problems and issues from existing sources, and
formulating hypothesis.

Results: The distribution and capability of the existing charging networks in terms of EV population, location, charging
rate, and time of charging in San Diego was examined. A mathematical model to calculate the demand number of
public Level 2 chargers for the City of San Diego and for each zip code was developed. Among 361 tested public Level
2 chargers distributed in 34 communities, 66 chargers located at 37 charging stations distributed in 22 communities
were found to be nonoperational or damaged but still operational. They accounted for 18% of the total number of
tested EV charging stations and 12.7% of the total public Level 2 in San Diego. The model tested using data from San
Francisco Bay Area, and Los Angeles County matched well to the predictions.
(Continued on next page)
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Conclusions: The conclusion is that although San Diego has sufficient chargers to accommodate the existing EV’s
charging demand, the current public charging distribution network is neither well designed nor effectively used. To
eliminate the waste resulting from the inefficiently designed charging infrastructure and maximize the usage rate of
each charger, it is recommended that the designed optimal model to be utilized and the charging location priority be
implemented to improve the availability and accessibility of charging network in the City of San Diego. This model is
easily applicable in the European environment since all the five significant independent variables (B/E - Battery capacity
to EV Range Ratio, D-Driver Traveling Distance, β - Ratio of EV driver charges away from home, PrefL2 - percentage that
EV driver prefers to charge on Level 2 stations, and TL2- duration of public Level 2 chargers’ work per day) are easy to
obtain. Hence this proposed model has universal applicability.

Keywords: EV, Level 2 EV charger, Charging distribution network

1 Introduction
Bosetti and Longden [1] explained that the innovative elec-
tric vehicles (EVs), which generate zero emissions by using
rechargeable batteries to substitute gasoline or diesel, are
effective in reducing GHG pollution and oil consumption.
Hence, Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. [2] issued an order
in March 2012 to install adequate public charging sta-
tions to support one million zero-emission EVs on
California roadways by 2020 and thus reduce GHG
emissions by 30%. To reduce the cost of infrastruc-
ture installation and EV users’ routine and emergency
charging, Romano [3] declared that stakeholders ex-
pect the local utilities to leverage their unique experi-
ences and expertise to help install additional public
charging stations.
Since the introduction of plug-in electric vehicles

(PEVs) in December 2010, their sales have significantly
increased year after year [4]. As of September 2014, the
sales of PEVs were over 603,000 in the global market
and over 259,000 in the U.S. [5]. According to the PEV
Collaborative 2014 Annual Report, approximately 40%
or 102,440 of those U.S. market sales were from California.
San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) confirmed that San
Diego and Southern Orange counties leased or sold 10,000
EVs within that same period. Based on the current trend,
Melaina and Helwig [6] reported that by 2024, the number
of EVs in San Diego would reach 91,000. Chung [7]
declared that with the ever-increasing number of EVs on
the roadways, the demand for availability and accessibility
of EV charging stations has continued to grow exponen-
tially despite the availability of residential chargers.
Knutsen and Willen [8] also observed that the availability
of adequate public charging stations could increase the
electric miles driven and provide an alternative charging
option when home charging is unavailable.
Almost 10% of the existing public chargers in the City

of San Diego are damaged, dysfunctional, inaccessible, or
inoperable based on data collected from customer reviews

[9]. According to plugshare.com, the nation’s largest char-
ging network, there are 178 public charging locations with
583 EV chargers in the City of San Diego as of January 11,
2015. The majority of the charging stations are Level 2
and are of the standard J1772 plug type.
The distribution and capability of charging networks

in terms of population, location, charging rate, and time
are examined to determine whether there is an ad-
equate number of chargers to support the existing EV
demand. Cheng, et.al [10] declared that the unreliable
charging services would discourage the adoption of EVs
and slow down the deployment of public charging
infrastructure. Inevitably, the state’s strategic goal of
putting 1.5 million zero-emission EVs on the roadways
of California by 2025 and reducing 80% GHG emissions
in the transportation sector by 2050 will be hard to
achieve.
The inoperable chargers represent the problems of

management and maintenance in the charging networks.
Few studies have been conducted on the accessibility of
EV supply equipment (EVSE). The objectives of this
research project are to accomplish the following:

� identify current problems for the existing charging
stations, and come up with solutions to improve the
availability and accessibility of public charging
stations in the City of San Diego

� develop a mathematical model to predict the
demand of EV chargers in any city including in the
city of San Diego.

2 Literature review
Since the introduction of EVs in 2010, research and
market analysis have been conducted for evaluating EV
market [4]. For the current time, the biggest challenge
that faces most EV automakers is the battery life of the
vehicle [11].
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Table 1 illustrates EV drivers’ charging preference of
different chargers at different types of locations. Accord-
ing to AeroVironment [12], Level 2 charging stations are
the best option for charging when EV owners are at
work, meeting with friends, or shopping. This gives ve-
hicle owners about 25 miles range when plugged at a
station supplying 7.2 kWh. Cunningham [13] mentioned
that though most electric vehicles are compatible with
public Level 2 charging stations, Tesla came up with its
own charging stations that are compatible only with the
cars it manufactures.
As for DC Fast Charging stations, Saxton [14] defined

them as the fastest EV charging option available at this time.
With a voltage outlet of 480 V, DC Fast Charging stations
can give the owners a full charge in less than 30 min for
120-mile range vehicles. Gartner [15] explained that public
charging stations should be user friendly and easy to use.
PluginCars.com, PlugShare, and Recargo [16] point

out that California is the area with the most advanced
EV charging infrastructure in North America. However,
the government benefits are not the only factor in the
growth of sales of electric cars and increased number of
EVSE. Bianco, N. et al. [17] assert that the increase in
numbers was also triggered by low charging prices and
automakers’ marketing strategies.
The highest priority for EVs is to be able to charge

their vehicles in public without any obstacles. EPRI
[18] mentioned that the majority of charging happens
at EV owners’ homes, in order to make good use of
cheap late- night electricity. SANDAG [19] explained
that charging EVs at the workplace is a second prior-
ity, as EV owners visit these places on a daily basis
and sometimes need to charge their vehicles for ex-
tended commutes. NAS [20] recommended Level 2
charging stations for EVs with large capacity batteries,
as they are the most economical solution to charge
publically. NAS [20] stated that despite the high costs

and efforts to install EV chargers at home, some
owners cannot install them as they do not have ga-
rages at home. The location and type of chargers
make a big difference in the minds of consumers as
they plan to purchase EVs.
The deployment of charging infrastructure is the

prerequisite for the spread of electric vehicles. Csonka
and Csiszar [21] developed an analytical model based
on multi-criteria methods for both the national roads
and the counties or districts in Budapest using the
existing infrastructure. They acknowledged the need
for the development of charging demand model, and
their proposed approach does not take this into ac-
count. Gnann et al. [22] developed a queuing model
to quantify the need for fast charging points as a sto-
chastic process of arriving users at fast charging
points. They determined the minimum number of
charging points needed to limit the average waiting
time of arriving users to a pre-defined value. How-
ever, their model does not predict the need for the
number of chargers at given location. They admitted
that the charging infrastructure needs highly depend
on battery sizes and power rates. Kleiner et.al’s [23]
study introduced a spatial model approach by which
to investigate and quantify the number of publicly
available charging points required in the future. In
addition, their model calculates break-even price pre-
miums for an 11 KW public charging point by apply-
ing a techno-economic and demand-driven approach.
The aim of their study is to support a spatially differ-
entiated and demand-driven infrastructure develop-
ment that ensures a desired coverage standard. For
this purpose, they developed a calculation model
which is applied to cumulated PEV sales and the in-
ventory of publicly accessible charging points, in
Germany with the spatial resolution of administrative
districts. Comprehensive PEV and public charging

Table 1 Charging priorities at different locations

ESVE User profile Typical venues Charging time Miles/Hour charge

Level 1 (EVSE) Parked for 68 h Street/Meters
Parking Garages
Cultural/Sports Centers
Airport (long term)/ Hotels

1–2 h
2–10 h
2–5 h
8–72+ hours

3–4

Level 2 (EVSE) Parked for 24 h Shopping Centers
Airport (short term)
Streets/Meters
Parking Garages
Cultural/ Sports Centers
Airport (long term)/ Hotels
Highways & Commuting Roads

0.5–2 h
< 1 h
1–2 h
2–10 h
2–5 h
8–72+ hours
< 0.5 h

8–20
(depending on vehicle
onboard charger)

DC Fast Charging (DCFC) Quick stop for 5–30 min Shopping Centers
Airport (short term)
Highways & Commuting Roads

0.5–2 h
< 1 h
< 0.5 h

50–60
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infrastructure usage data are still rarely available and
hence this model is not applicable.
Dimitrios Efthymiou1 et.al [24] developed a genetic

algorithm to calculate the required number of EV
charging stations. Unfortunately, this model is too com-
plex for it to be adapted in the U.S. The model requires
data such as a list of candidate EV charging points (poten-
tial locations), their XY coordinates and the expected
charging demand, the distances between the potential
charging locations and the expected demand per loca-
tion. These data are difficulty to obtain in any city
and in particular in the U.S. As a result, there is a
need for a simpler but effective model to calculate
the number of charging stations based on driving
habits, type of vehicles and type of charging used by
drivers. The model developed in this paper offers a
simple approach that takes into account the current
deficiencies of public chargers while accounting for
the driving habits. In addition, any proposed model
should allow the wastes of oversupplied chargers to
be decreased while determining the better charging
locations. Any proposed model should be applicable
in the European environment.

3 Methodology
As of January 2015, there are 562 EV charging sta-
tions distributed in 178 public locations in the City of
San Diego, and 518 of them are Level 2 chargers [9].
To meet Governor Brown’s goal of putting 1.5 million
zero emission EVs on California roads by 2025, NREL
[25] predicted the number of on-road EVs in San
Diego City would reach 91,000. They also estimated
that the number of public Level 2 charging stations
in San Diego in 2020 will reach 1800 during a sce-
nario of higher utilization of home charging and 4200
during a scenario of higher utilization of public char-
ging in order to support this strategic goal. According
to the customers’ comments from PlugShare, Charge-
Point, Blink, & DOE/AFDC, almost 10% of the exist-
ing public chargers are not accessible or operational
due to various reasons. The non-operational chargers
not only directly decrease the availability of charging
stations in public locations, but also cause economic
loss for charging networks and overall negative im-
pacts for EV adoptions.
To identify current problems with the existing

charging stations, data was collected from multiple
primary sources such as websites, literature reviews,
and site surveys. The on-site field surveys along with
website research conducted throughout San Diego,
from January to February 2015, provided first-hand
data for defining the characteristics of the public
charging stations. A portable EV Emulator EVE-100 L
was used to check and test the functionality, output

voltage, and current intensity for the samples. After
data collection and analysis, a mathematical model
was developed to calculate the demand number of
Level 2 chargers in public locations to test the
hypothesis.
A mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods

are used to analyze the problem. The first phase of this
project is to determine the study area by identifying the
existing problems and issues from existing sources and
formulating a hypothesis. The total number of zip codes
in the City of San Diego is 43, of which 11 are placed
partially within the city. Therefore, a presentation on the
number of EV charging stations organized by zip code
could mislead readers. Hence, it was decided to collect
information based on communities having Level 2 public
chargers.

3.1 Data collection
The site surveys in the City of San Diego were
conducted to identify the non-operational chargers and
the characteristics of charging networks in San Diego.
The stratified sampling method was used for this survey.
The total number of EV public Level 2 chargers was di-
vided into subgroups by communities and then appro-
priate samples were selected, including both planned
and random samples in each group. For this site survey,
each sample had several different characteristics such as
location, network provider, accessibility, charging costs,
and models.
In this study, a sample size of 221 was calculated

by choosing a 95% confidence level with a confidence
interval of 5 and a sample size of 518. A sampling
method using preselected and random public Level 2
chargers was adopted. There were 146 planned sam-
ples in total. Out of those, 90 were based on negative
Internet survey reviews; additionally, another 56 loca-
tions representing 1 per community were added. This
allowed the testing of all 90 reported problematic
chargers and at least 1 location per community in
San Diego City. While the minimum sample size re-
quires 221 tested chargers to assure a 95% confidence
level, the sample size for this study was increased to
361 to cover 70% of the target area so as to get a
more accurate result.
To collect the hard data during the site survey, a

portable EV Emulator, EVE-100 L manufactured by
Gridtest Systems [26] was used to test all the selected
samples in the City of San Diego. The dashboard
showed a quick test result of pass or fail while
comprehensive test data were stored on an external
SD card for further analysis. In order to calculate the
demand of Level 2 charging stations in San Diego by
zip code, the variables are defined as shown in
Table 2.
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A quantitative data collection method was used to
collect the data during site surveys, literature reviews,
and analysis of government-related websites.

3.1.1 Samples selection and testing
The planned samples were selected based on the
comments of EV users posted on PlugShare. These
comments include 1430 negative reviews and 487
positive reviews. The comments were then identified
and categorized into technical problems, limits in acces-
sibility, and availability. The top three problems of exist-
ing charging networks stem from out of order, requiring
a special permit, and broken touchscreen. Based on the
posted complaints, 90 chargers with negative reviews
were targeted as the precedent planned samples. Using
the sampling method developed in this work, 361 out of
518 public Level 2 chargers were tested, which incorpo-
rated 146 planned samples and 215 random samples, in
56 communities and 26 zip codes. There are 52 commu-
nities in San Diego, 3 recreational zones (Balboa Park,
Los Peñasquitos Canyon Preserve, Mission Bay Park)
and the San Diego International Airport. The last four
zones do not belong to any community, but they are
located within the city and contain EV charging stations.
However, the word community was used to conditionally
define these four territories. The uptown community,
which has only one location with EVSE, was not tested
due to limited access to the parking lot. Twenty or 38%
of the neighborhoods in the city do not have charging
stations. This could be considered in the design of EV
charging stations in these regions, specifically, in terms
of the number of EVs by using the proposed model in
this work.

3.2 Model development
To calculate the demand number of public Level 2 EV
charging stations in the City of San Diego by zip code, a

model developed as shown in Eq. (1) is used to compute
and analyze the collected data based on different typical
scenarios.

L2 Demandð Þ ¼

XN
i¼1

Ci � βi � Pref i; L2

PL2 � T �L2: ð1Þ

where:
i The EV user i
N The number of EV in the target area
Ci EV driver i’s daily consuming power.
αi The percentage of electricity that EV driver i charge

at home.
βi The percentage of electricity that EV driver i charge

in the public stations.
Constraints: αi + βi = 1
Prefi, L1The percentage that EV driver i prefers to

charge on Level 1 stations.
Prefi, L2The percentage that EV driver i prefers to

charge on Level 2 stations.
Prefi, DCThe percentage that EV driver i prefers to

charge on DC Fast Charging stations.
Constraints: Prefi, L1 + Prefi, L2 + Prefi, DC = 1
PL2The output power (watts) of public Level 2

chargers supply while they are charging
TL2The duration of public Level 2 chargers’ work per

day (hours).
EV drivers’ daily consuming power (Ci), multiplied

by the percentage they charge in the public locations
(βi) determines their daily-required power in public
locations. The EV drivers’ daily-required power in
public locations multiplied by the percentage EV
drivers’ preference of charging on Level 2 stations
determines their daily-required power on public
Level 2 charging stations. The demand power on
public Level 2 charging stations divided by the

Table 2 Analyzing demand number of level 2 EV chargers

Variables data plan to collect (Where i is the EV user i) Type of data Method of collection

EV User i’s Daily Travelling Distance Quantitative Di Review scientific researches;
check government-
related websites

EV User i’s Charging Behavior (The percentage of EV
User’s Charging Away from Home)

Quantitative i Review scientific researches

EV User i’s Preference of Type of Chargers in Public
(L1, L2, or DC Fast Charger)

Quantitative Pref(Ll)i. Pref(L2)i,
or Pref(L3)i

Observe directly during site survey

EV i’s Electric Range Quantitative Ri Review scientific researches

EV i’s Battery Capacity Quantitative Bi Review scientific researches

Duration of Public Charger Work Per Day (L1, L2, or DC
Fast Charger)

Quantitative TL1, TL2, and TDC Observe directly during site survey

The Output Power of Public Chargers Supply (L1, L2, or
DC Fast Charger)

Quantitative PL1, PL2, and PL3 Review scientific researches
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output power of Level 2 chargers (PL2) and the dur-
ation of work in each day (TL2) determine the de-
mand number of public Level 2 chargers in the study
area. The EV drivers’ daily consuming power (Ci)
can be calculated through Eq. (2). The EV i’s battery
capacity (kWh) divided by its electric range (miles)
determines the amount of kWh the EV i consumes
per mile driven. The daily driving distance multiplied
by the amount of kWh the EV i consumes per mile
drive determine its daily consumed power (kWh).

Ci ¼ Bi

Ei
:Di ð2Þ

where
Bi EV i’s battery capacity (kWh).
Ei EV i’s electric range (miles).
Di EV driver i’s daily travelling distance.
Integrating Eq. (1) and (2), the demand number of

public Level 2 charging stations can be calculated using
Eq. (3). The output voltage (UL2) of a Level 2 charger

Table 3 The number of EVSE in San Diego

Level Type Number of the stations Number of the public locations

Outlets (Local) 176

Level 1 Wall Outlet (120v) 37 40

Nema 14–50 3

EV Plug (J1772) 504 508

Level 2 Tesla HPWC (Roadster) 2

Tesla HPWC (Model S) 2

DC Fast Charging CHAdeMO DCFC 17 22

Tesla Supercharger 0

SAE Combo DCFC 5

Outlets (International)

Level 1 Wall Outlet (BS1363) 0 0

Blue Commando 0

Wall Outlet (Earplug) 0

Blue Commando 0

Level 2 Mennekes (Type 2) 10 10

EV Plug (Type 3) 0

Level 1 - 40

Level 2 - 518

DC Fast Chargers - 22

TOTAL: 580

Fig. 1 Data Analysis Tools Used
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multiplied by the output current (IL2) and then divided
by 1000 equals the amount of power (kW) the Level 2
charger supplies while charging (PL2). The number of
EV registered in the City of San Diego by zip code is
already known. Based on research from the literature
review, the mean value for variables such as the EV
driver’s average daily travelling distance, the average
percentage of EV drivers’ charging away from home, and
the average percentage of EV drivers’ preference of
charging on Level 2 chargers can be determined.

L2 Demandð Þ ¼

XN
i¼1

Bi

Ei
� Di � βi � Pref i;L2

PL2 � T �L2:

¼ N �
B
E
� D � β � Pref L2

UL2 � IL2
1000

� TL2

ð3Þ

Thus, the ratio between number of public Level 2 chargers
and the number of EVs can be calculated through Eq. (4).

L2 Demand Numberð Þ
N

¼ 1000

�
B
E
� D � β � Pref L2

UL2 � IL2∘ � TL2
ð4Þ

The basic assumption of this model is that the total
demand power of the existing EVs equals the nominal
output power of the installed chargers. National Re-
newable Energy Laboratory (NREL) applied a similar
concept to calculate the demand number of chargers
[25]. However, the way to calculate the total demand
power is different and hence the results obtained are
different.
The total demand power in NREL’s model is the total

consumed electricity on the charging events for the
PEVs (kWh/day). Two functions were used in this
model: one is the function of installed EVSE capacity
and peak hourly demand (kW); and the other one is the
function of electricity used by PEVs (kWh) through cal-
culating the charging events and points on the installed
EVSE [25]. The estimation is based on the assumption

Fig. 2 Type of Defects by Pareto Analysis
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of the number of charging points and charging events in
the locations. These types of data can be obtained from
on-site observations with sufficient number of installed
EVSE in the assigned locations. The results may vary
and be inaccurate because EV drivers might change to
other charging locations if the App shows that the char-
gers are occupied or inaccessible. The EV drivers might
change their charging preference to home as well if the
charging locations are installed at unsuitable locations.
The total demand power in the proposed model is

the electricity demand to accommodate the existing
number of registered EVs. Using the existing number
of EVs, the EVs’ battery capacity, electric range, and

the EV driver’s daily driving distance, their preference
of charging in public and on different type of EVSE
the bottom line of the demand EVSE at each location
is calculated. A market survey form was also devel-
oped to collect the data for this formula for the tar-
geted locations. This model can estimate the demand
number of chargers at any specific locations in a
more logical and accurate way. Thus, comparing with
NREL’s model, the model proposed is an improved
one and is more accurate and reliable. Using the
proposed model, the wastes of oversupplied chargers
can be effectively decreased and the better charging
locations can be determined.

Fig. 4 Number of Damaged or Non-Operational EVSE

Fig. 3 Distribution of Tested EVSE by Location
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To analyze the distribution model of public Level 2
chargers in San Diego, statistical techniques were used
using the data collected.
Figure 1 shows the procedure of data analysis with

the specific tools used. A mathematical model to
analyze the relationships between different variables
and utilize the regression statistical analysis to find the
significance among them is developed. Due to the
uncertainties and difficulties in collecting the accurate
data from each EV driver, the scenario approach is ap-
plied to the process of data computation and analysis.

4 Results and discussion
The results of the Internet survey indicate that the
City of San Diego has 580 public chargers distributed
in 176 locations as presented in Table 3.
The most popular EV charging stations in San

Diego are 518 Level 2 stations with the J1772 EV
plug type, encompassing 89% of the market. By map-
ping exact quantity for each type of charger by loca-
tion, one can show that the largest number of EVSE
is located in the western and central parts of the

city. This process was utilized as a tool to aid in
selecting the planned and random samples for the
site survey.

4.1 Number of nonoperational chargers
Among 361 tested public Level 2 chargers distributed
in 34 communities, 66 chargers located at 37 charging
stations distributed in 22 communities were found to
be nonoperational or damaged but still operational.
They accounted for 18% of the total number of tested
EV charging stations and 12.7% of the total public
Level 2 in San Diego.
A review of nonoperational and defective Level 2 char-

gers showed that the largest number of tested charging
stations is in Downtown/Centre City, Kearny Mesa, and
Mira Mesa. The highest number of both damaged and
non-functional EVSE were found in Sabre Springs,
which were precisely eight EV charging stations. The
next in number was in Mission Valley and in Down-
town/Centre City, each with seven EV charging stations.
Two out of three chargers in Midway Pacific Hwy
were found to be out of service thus accounting for

Fig. 6 Electricity Distribution to PEVs

Fig. 5 Cumulative Daily Travel Distance
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67% of the total public Level 2 chargers in this com-
munity. This ratio indicates the lack of EV charging
capacity in that community. The defective chargers
were not fixed during visit thus providing the insight
into the charging network’s management and main-
tenance issues.
During site survey, 11 charging networks were tested.

It was noted that the Blink network has the largest
number of broken charging stations. Out of the 236
Level 2 chargers in Blink network, 52 were found defect-
ive. None of the 56 tested chargers in ChargePoint was
found problematic. However, the testing could only be
performed in free EVSE and Blink network stations (an-
other EV network Management) due to the availability
of the Blink network card. Therefore, the results for paid
EVSE from other networks were based only on visual in-
spection. In addition to data on functional status, this
table also indicates cost and the availability of chargers.

4.1.1 Characteristics of the damaged, dysfunctional, or
inoperable chargers
The observed problems while conducting site surveys on
the EV charging stations in the City of San Diego were cat-
egorized. The six main categories namely electrical faults,
physical problems, hardware faults, software problems,
vandalism and others were formed based on customers’
reviews that contained technical or physical EV charger
complaints. The most common issues were attributed to
electrical faults and software problems.
Figure 2 highlights the most common problems such as

unresponsive touchscreen and electrical faults. These rep-
resent 41.56% of all damages and give rise to the almost
90% of negative reviews thus requiring more attention.

4.2 Characteristics of the public level 2 charging stations
The City of San Diego has 52 communities. In addition,
there are four territorial areas with the presence of EV
charging stations. Twelve of these communities contain
80% of all EV charging stations in San Diego. Three of
these communities, namely University, Downtown, and
Kearny Mesa, represent 40% of the EVSE market in the
city. This existing charging distribution by communities
provides the information relating to the demand for the
number of public chargers based on the different charac-
teristics of communities. For example, University and
Kearny Mesa are the communities that have the
largest employers and schools, and Downtown has a
cluster of attractions, shopping centers, and restau-
rants people visit often. The site survey recorded the
types of locations for 361 tested EV charging stations.
The number of tested chargers by types of the locations
are displayed in Fig. 3.

The largest number of stations are installed in workplaces
and account for 25% of the total number of stations.
Schools and education account for 24% and shopping cen-
ters account for 16%.
Figure 4 shows the number of damaged stations per

location type. It can be clearly seen that the highest
number of damaged EVSE were located in workplaces,
shopping centers, schools/education, and recreational
areas perhaps due to overuse. This could also be due to
lack of maintenance and management, or proper know-
ledge on how to operate EVSE stations, vandalism, or
overuse.

4.3 Accessibility of public charging stations during site
survey
Accessibility of EVSEs can increase the usage rate of the
charging stations. Several factors such as the number of
charging stations in use, price for parking and charging,
and permit requirements affect accessibility. In this
work, it was observed that 82 EVSE stations were in use
during the working hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
during the research period. 239 EVSE stations were
available for use and 40 other stations were non-oper-
ational due to testing errors. This indicates that the
usage rate for public charging stations is low. The reason
may be that there are oversupplied chargers or they are
placed in inconvenient locations. While testing different
EVSE stations, it was observed that almost half of the
total number of locations required special permits to use
the stations and this could be the reason for limiting ac-
cess to their use. The greatest number of charging sta-
tions with permits were located in schools, workplaces,
hotels, and hospitals. Some places have dedicated park-
ing spots for Car2Go. It was also observed that some
EVSEs require additional parking cost beyond the

Table 5 Output of regression analysis

Regression Analysis

Multiple R 0.867046458

R Square 0.75176956

Adjusted R Square 0.674197548

Standard Error 0.054120181

Observation 22

Table 4 (EB) Value for five typical EVs

Typical EV type Battery capacity
(kWh nominal)

Electric range
(miles)

B/E
(kWh/mile)

2013 Toyota Plug-in Prius 4.4 11 0.40

2013 FordC-Max 7.6 21 0.36

2013 Chevrolet Volt 16.5 38 0.43

2012 Nissan Leaf 24 73 0.33

2013 Tesla Models 85 265 0.32
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charging fee. Site survey results indicate that paid park-
ing spots were mostly located in hotels and hospitals. It
could be one reason why the usage rate of these chargers
is low.

4.4 Calculating the demand number of public level 2 EV
chargers in San Diego
4.4.1 Simulation model
Using the model developed, the demand number of pub-
lic Level 2 EV chargers can be calculated. The data for
seven independent variables ðBEÞ , D, β, PrefL2, UL2, IL2,
and TL2 in Eq. (4) were collected from on-site surveys
and literature reviews.
From Table 4, one can get the value of ðBEÞ for five typical

EVs. Since there are different types of EVs sold in the
market based on various customers’ preference, the mean
of ðBEÞ value is assumed to fall between 0.32 and 0.43.
From Fig. 5, it is clear that 68% of the EV users drive a

maximum of 40 miles per day and 78% of the driving
distance falls into a range from 5 miles to 50 miles.
From Fig. 6, it is clear that the ratio of EV drivers who

charge away from home is between 15% and 30%.
Based on the charging cost and charging speed indi-

cated in Fig. 6, it is assumed that the mean PrefL2 falls
into a range between 90% and 99%. Since EV drivers
prefer to charge at home at nights while home charging
is available, most of the public charging occurs in the
daytime during working hours. In view of this point, it
can be assumed that the duration of Level 2 chargers
work per day will fall between 2 h and 8 h.
Based on the above assumptions and Eq. (4), the sam-

ple data was computed using the samples method. In
this case, there is one dependent variable L2 (Demand)
and five significant independent variables (B/E - Battery
capacity to EV Range Ratio, D-Driver Traveling

Distance, β - Ratio of EV driver charges away from
home, PrefL2 - percentage that EV driver prefers to
charge on Level 2 stations, and TL2- duration of public
Level 2 chargers’ work per day). The regression analysis
was used to analyze the relationships between these vari-
ables and predict the L2 (Demand) according to the
number of EVs.
Table 5 is the output results of the regression ana-

lysis. These results provide the accuracy of the overall
regression equation. The linear relationship between
the L2 (Demand) and the five independent variables
is strong and positive as evidenced from the Multiple
R value of 0.87. The R Square value of 0.75 suggests
that the five independent variables in Eq. (4) can
explain the 75% variation in L2 (Demand). It also
means that 75% of the values fits this designed
model, which is indicative for good prediction. The
adjusted R Square is 0.67, which is more conservative
when new independent variables added. Standard
error is 0.054, which means the predicted variation of
the ratio of L2 (Demand)/N is 0.054.
Table 6 shows the output results of ANOVA analysis.

Significance of F value indicates only a 0.021% chance
occurred in the output of this regression analysis. It is
reasonable to conclude that the output probability is not
by chance.
Table 7 shows that the coefficient of Intercept is

0.2214, and that the coefficient for the five independent
variables B/E, D, β, PrefL2, and TL2 are 0.216, 0.003,
0.515, − 0.287, and − 0.024 respectively. Thus, the pre-
dicted equation of L2 (Demand)/N can be formulated as
Eq. (5):

L2 Demandð Þ
N

¼ 0:2214þ 0:216� B
E

� �
þ 0:003� Dþ 0:515� βþ

−0:288ð Þ � Pref L2 þ −0:024ð Þ � TL2

ð5Þ

From the output of the p-value shown in Table 7, TL2,

D, and β have a significant relationship with L2
(Demand). On the other hand, B/E and PrefL2 have an
insignificant relationship with L2 (Demand) in this
regression model. According to the EV report of Smart
and Schey [27], the mean percentage of EV customers

Table 7 Intercept accuracy and independent variable’s coefficient

Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95%

Intercept 0.221358615 0.418782524 0.528577 0.604354671 −0.666420676 1.109137906

B/E (kWh/mile) 0.216271398 0.411759224 0.525238 0.606620722 −0.656619162 1.089161959

D (miles) 0.003101176 0.000876036 3.540008 0.002723391 0.001244062 0.00495829

β (%) 0.515155979 0.233539355 2.205864 0.042361745 0.020074662 1.010237296

PrefL2 (%) −0.286983903 0.408471641 −0.70258 0.492413826 −1.152905099 0.578937293

TL2 (hour) −0.023985166 0.006298995 −3.80778 0.00154714 −0.03733844 −0.010631893

Table 6 Output of ANOVA analysis

ANOVA analysis

Df SS MS F Significance F

Regression 5 0.141928027 0.028386 9.691247343 0.000209788

Residual 16 0.046863904 0.002929

Total 21 0.188791931
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charged in public locations is 18%, which falls in the
range between 15% and 30%.
Percentage of EV Driver’s Charging on Level 2 is 96%

and mean B/E: 0.36.
Using Eq. (5), the ratio of L2(Demand)/N and the

demand number of Level 2 chargers in terms of
different duration of working hours were calculated
as in Table 8:
The results show that the demand of each charger

depends on the available duration of the charger per
day. For instance, the registered number of EVs in
San Diego city in 2015 is 4776; if the average hours
of each charger work per day is 6 h, the ratio is
0.0665 and the demand number of Level 2 chargers is
310. On the other hand, if the average hours of each
charger work per day is 3 h, the ratio is 0.1145 and
the demand number of Level 2 chargers is 646. San
Diego needs 336 more chargers if each charger works
3 h per day. To support the same amount of EVs
charging in public locations and to effectively de-
crease the cost of creating charging stations, the Level
2 chargers would have to work for 6 h per day after
deducting the time lost between different customer’s
charging events, as shown in Table 9.
In this optimal model, the ratio of demand of EVSEs

to the number of EVs is 0.0665 and the bottom line of
the demanded public Level 2 charger is 310. The City of
San Diego has 518 Level 2 chargers in the market for
public use, which is 208 chargers more than the demand
number.
Melaina and Helwig [6] predicted the number of

EVs in the City of San Diego would rise to 91,000 by
2020 to meet Governor Brown’s goal of putting 1 mil-
lion ZEVs on California roads. Utilizing this optimal
model, the demand number of Level 2 chargers for

the public and workplace would be 6051. Comparing
the existing 518 public Level 2 chargers, there is a
gap of at least 5533 chargers needed to accommodate
the EV market’s growth. This result confirms our hy-
pothesis and proves that there is a sustainable poten-
tial market for the public Level 2 chargers in the City
of San Diego. At the time of this study, the percent-
age of broken stations to the total number of stations
in San Diego was approximately 18.5%, and hence
when planning demand, it is necessary to increase the
number of charging stations by at least 15–20% above
the model prediction.

4.5 Comparison between top EV friendly cities
A comparison of the charging infrastructure for the San
Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles County, and the City of
San Diego was conducted to garner a ratio of the num-
ber of PEVs to one public Level 2 EV charging station
per city. Data for the total number of PEVs in the San
Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles County was cap-
tured at the Clean Vehicle Rebate Project (CVRP) rebate
statistics site maintained by the Center for Sustainable
Energy. The number of PEVs for the City of San Diego
was determined using the DMV registration data pro-
vided by SDG&E.
The U.S. Department of Energy’s [28] Alternative Fuel

Data Center provides data download for alternative fuel
stations. This data was used in calculating the number
of public Level 2 charging stations in the San Francisco
Bay Area and Los Angeles County.
As shown in Table 10, Los Angeles County has the low-

est ratio at one public Level 2 charging station, which was
22.8 PEVs. It was closely followed by the San Francisco
Bay Area at one public Level 2 charging station, which
was 18.5 PEVs. The City of San Diego has the highest

Table 9 Selected optimal model

TL2 (Duration of working hours per day) Ratio (L2 Demand/N) N (Number of EVs in
San Diego)

Demand number
of level 2

Actual Number of level 2
in San Diego

6 0.066 4667 310 518

Table 8 Ratio of L2 (Demand) N and demand number of level 2

TL2 (Duration of
Working hours per day)

Ratio (L2 Demand/N) N (Number of EVs in
San Diego)

Demand number
of level 2

Actual number of level
2 in San Diego

2 0.162 4667 758 518

3 0.138 4667 646 518

4 0.114 4667 534 518

4.01 0.1109 4667 518 518

5 0.090 4667 422 518

6 0.066 4667 310 518

7 0.043 4667 198 518
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ratio; for everyone public Level 2 charging station, there
are 9 PEVs. The results show that the City of San Diego
could potentially have less than half the congestion found
at public Level 2 charging stations in Los Angeles County
or the San Francisco Bay Area. It indicates that the City of
San Diego’s current infrastructure could support a 50% in-
crease of PEVs and remain within the thresholds of the
San Francisco Bay Area’s current ratio.
Table 10 shows the ratio (Number of Chargers to

Number of EVs) in San Francisco Bay area and Los
Angeles is 5.41% and 4.39% respectively, which is very
close to the ratio of 6.6% developed in the optimal
model. The result supports the validity of the optimal
model. This model has an error margin of 1.2%, which is
good for the predicting number of chargers required for
a given number of EVs. This error margin works when
the chargers are not effectively used due to the limited
accessibility to the chargers and the changes of EV
drivers’ charging behavior.
Based on the above analysis, except for the 66 nonop-

erational chargers found on site survey, San Diego has
452 public Level 2 chargers available for customer use,
which is more than enough for the market demand of
331 chargers. The main cause of the low usage rate
stems from the barrier of accessibility. The accessibility
data collected during site survey indicates that 188 out
of 361 chargers had public accessibility for customers;
however, only 41 of them were in use. This suggests the
need for optimizing the distribution of public Level 2
charging stations and improving their accessibility.

4.6 Location distribution analysis by zip code
Using the DMV’s registered number of EVs as provided by
SDG&E, some of the demand number of Level 2 chargers
were calculated by zip code using the optimal model as
shown in Table 11.
The actual number minus the demand number of

public Level 2 chargers that San Diego has at present
will determine the new chargers the city needs to install
to meet current EV customers’ demands.
The zip codes with a negative value on the number of

new chargers means that they do not have enough
chargers to accommodate the EV driver’s demands. The
positive value indicates that these zip codes are enough
to accommodate the EV drivers in those areas.
During the site surveys and literature reviews, it was

identified that the workplace is a key location in which
EV users charge their vehicles away from home. The
reason can be attributed to eight hours spent daily in the
workplace. The other charging locations are shopping
centers, attractions areas, street/meters, and cultural/
sports centers due to the duration of people usually
parking. The automobile industry has received a new
spiral of development with the advent of electric
vehicles, so it is extremely important to create a well-
functioning infrastructure for the servicing of electric
vehicles, namely the network of charging stations. This
project paid a special attention to the market of charging
stations in the City of San Diego by identifying problems
on the existing network and proposed a mathematical
model for the development of this network.

Table 11 Analysis of demand number of chargers by zip code

# ZIP CODE N (Number of EVs) Actual number
of EVSEs

Demand number of EVSEs
(6 h model)

Gap to fill (New
chargers need to install)

1 92,127 310 3 20.46 −17.46

2 92,130 467 15 30.82 −15.82

3 92,118 202 13.33 −13.33

4 92,117 148 1 9.77 −8.77

5 92,104 125 1 8.25 −7.25

20 92,173 10 1 0.66 0.34

21 92,014 1 1 0.07 0.93

22 92,020 1 1 0.07 0.93

23 92,071 2 2 0.13 1.87

24 92,136 1 2 0.07 1.93

25 92,105 41 5 2.71 2.29

Table 10 The Ratio of PEVs to one level 2 public charging station

U.S census population (2014) Total PEVs Public level 2 charging stations Ratio: 1 lharging station to number of PEVs

San Francisco Bay Area 7.56 million 39,167 2120 1: 18.5 (5.41%)

Los Angeles County 10.17 million 26,908 1180 1: 22.8 (4.39%)

San Diego City 1.35 million 4667 518 1: 9 (11.10%)
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5 Conclusions
The distribution and capability of the existing
charging networks in terms of electric vehicles, loca-
tion, charging rate, and time of charging in San Diego
was examined. A mathematical model to calculate the
demand number of public Level 2 chargers for the
City of San Diego and for each zip code was devel-
oped. The results showed that although San Diego
city has enough chargers to accommodate the existing
EV’s charging demand, the current public charging
distribution network is neither well designed nor ef-
fectively used. To eliminate the waste resulting from
the inefficiently designed charging infrastructure and
maximize the usage rate of each charger, it is recom-
mended that the designed optimal model be utilized
and the charging location priority be implemented to
improve the availability and accessibility of a charging
network in the City of San Diego. This model is
easily applicable in the European environment since all
the five significant independent variables (B/E - Battery
capacity to EV Range Ratio, D-Driver Traveling Distance,
β - Ratio of EV driver charges away from home, PrefL2 -
percentage that EV driver prefers to charge on Level 2
stations, and TL2- duration of public Level 2 chargers’
work per day) are easy to obtain. The methodology
developed could be transferred to European cities with
reasonable little effort in order to contribute to the
on-going debate.
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